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1. What is WeBrain
WeBrain is a web-based computing platform that enables large-scale EEG and
EEG-fMRI multimodal data storing, exploring and analyzing using cloud
High-Performance Computing (HPC) facilities across UESTC and China. WeBrain
connects researchers of different fields to EEG and multimodal tools and processing
power required to handle the large datasets that have become the norm in the field. It
also aims to construct an International Virtual Community of Brainformatics (IVCB)
to set the scene for more ambitious multi-national initiatives and cooperation in brain
research. It does at the same time reduce the technical expertise required to use these
resources. It provides an easy-to-use for novice users (even no computer
programming skills) and flexibility for experienced researchers. It is not necessary to
install any software or system for users, all need is a modern web browser of any kind.
A range of resources including neuroimaging analysis tools are available, as well as
documents related to WeBrain.

2. Getting started
2.1 Typical data workflow in WeBrain





Upload your zipped files to WeBrain.
Create and run a task on your zipped files on WeBrain.
Check your processed output files on WeBrain.
Download your output files to your computer.

2.2 Getting an account





Click the “Visit WeBrain Protal”, you will go to login page.
Click on “Register”.

Fill registration information and submit (* is required). After submitting the
registration, please check your email and click the email verification link. When
your registration request has been approved by WeBrain administrators, your
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account will be fully active.



Before approved by WeBrain administrators, you can:
- use your username and password to login to view/change your personal profile,
- view current status of your account,
- resend the verification email,
- resubmit the application.
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2.3 Upload files
Two Options for Uploading Files: 1) If you only have a few files/subjects to upload,
you may find it convenient to upload them one by one (one zip file one subject); 2) or
if you have many files/subjects, you may want to upload them all at once (one zip file
multiple subjects).
Upload files (one zip file one subject)
For example, there is a zip file of EEG data (one subject), a ‘Sub_01.zip’ file which
contains all EEG files generated by EEG system (e.g. files of BrainProduct EEG
system: sub_01.dat, sub_01.vhdr and sub_01.vmrk) or a folder consisting of the EEG
files.

Click on “+New File”

Add the zip file to upload
Title: Title of data. E.g. sub_001
Label: Label of data (e.g. task name, patient, control and task name etc.). It is used to
search/filter files.
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Description: User can fill any details about the data.
Click “Select File”  “Start Uploading”  “Submit”







You have the option of uploading zipped files. There is a memory limit of 4GB per
file, 100GB per user.
Repeat upload procedure for each zipped file.
Continue until all files have been uploaded to the WeBrain.
Support to upload zipped files ONLY.

Upload files (one zip file multiple subjects)
To upload files of multiple subjects at once, you can compress all zip files of subjects
to a zipped file first (e.g. a vhdr_sub01-02.zip file which contains zip files of subjects
1-2). Then you can upload and unzip them in the WeBrain system.
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2.4 Create a task


Click on “+New Task”

Step 1

Fill the task name and description (required).

Click on “Next” to next step.

Step 2

Select tools you want to use.

Fill parameters.

Place the mouse on blue words “Parameter Description”, descriptions of tools and
parameters will be displayed.

Click on “Next” to select data files.
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Select tools

Fill parameters

Display help info

Display details of tools

Step 3

Select data files.

If you don’t want to run a computing task on all of the files, one method to avoid
having to select each zip file individually is to search files by label. Select the label
of data you have filled or set the range of upload time, and click on “Go!” to filter
files.

There are two types for selecting files: 1) If you only want to select zip files for
each subject, you may select them one by one in the list of files; 2) or if you want
to select files from a folder (e.g. results of a task or a unzipped folder), you may
click on “ ” to view the folder structure and select files.

Click on “Save” to save the task.

Or click on “Execute” to execute task directly.
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Filter files

Select files

Save or execute task

View folder and select files



Click on “Execute” and check on “Ok”, the task will be in the list of tasks. You can
click on “Edit” to edit task (undone task ONLY), “Detail” to see details of the task
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and “Delete” to delete task (user can delete waiting, failed and undone task
ONLY).
Here we click on “Detail” to see details of a completed task.

Details of the task will be showed on the page.
Click on “+” to show files in the result folder.
Scroll down to see log information - the following is an example of part of the log
(not all lines are shown).
Click on “zip and down load” to download results. The download link will be sent
to your email. Noting that the link will expire in 30 days, you need to download it
as soon as possible.
You also can download result files from “My File” panel.

Show files in folder
Zip and download results

Download log
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2.5 Download files




There are two types for downloading files: 1) you may click on “download” to
download zip files one by one in the list of files; 2) or if you want to download
files at once, you may select files in the list and click on “zip and download” to
download selected files.
Noting that if you click on “zip and download”, the download link will be sent to
your email and the link will expire in 30 days. Users need to download it as soon
as possible.

Download one by one

Select files

Zip and download

2.6 My Monitor
Task monitor
Green: succeed; Red: failed; Blue: terminated; gray: other


2.7 My file
Search/filter files

Fill the time or label to search/filter files have been uploaded.
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View files

You will see the list of files you have uploaded/calculated.

Green: result files; Blue: uploaded files; Gray: other files.

Click “ ” to view the file/folder structure.

Edit file
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Label and description of the file/ can be changed ONLY.

Delete file

Click on “Delete”.

Click on “Ok” / “Cancel” of pop-up window.
OK

Unzip file

Select a zipped file and click on “Unzip”.

Unzip a zipped file at once ONLY.

It is recommended to unzip a zipped file ONLY which includes multiple subjects
(one zip file multiple subjects).
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2.8 My statistic


View WeBrain usage of current user.

2.9 Account settings


Change your profile and password.
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3. Copyright:
All copyright of the WeBrain reserved by the Key Laboratory for
NeuroInformation of Ministry of Education, School of Life Science and Technology,
University of Electronic Science and Technology of China. WeBrain is for
non-commercial use only. It is free but not in the public domain.
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